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The controller (30) has a plurality of control
modes in which the assist ratios different from each other
are calculated as control modes of the electric motor (21),
and stores a mode change condition determined on the
change of the control mode. The controller (30) performs
the mode change when a pedal (2a) is located between
an angular position (P3) that follows by 45 degrees a
lowermost position (P1) of a locus of pedal (2a) and an
angular position (P2) that precedes by 45 degrees the
lowermost position (P1). According to this configuration,
the mode change is performed when the pedaling force
exerted by the rider is relatively low. As a result, it is
possible to prevent for the rider from feeling the uncomfortable due to the rapid change of the load applied to
the rider.
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Description
[0001] The present invention relates to method for controlling an electric assist bicycle, a drive system and an
electric assist bicycle provided therewith.
[0002] Electric assist bicycles has been used which
assists pedaling motion of a rider with an electric motor.
JP 2010-264977 A, JP 2016-101761 A and JP
11-034966 A each disclose a bicycle which has a plurality
of modes different in assist ratio as control modes of the
electric motor, and automatically changes the mode without depending on a manual operation by the rider. For
these bicycles, a mode change condition is predefined,
and when the change condition is fulfilled, a controller
changes the mode. For example, in JP 2010-264977 A,
when the pedaling force of the rider exceeds a threshold
value, the control mode is changed from energy-saving
drive to fast drive.
[0003] However, if the assist ratio increases due to a
mode change at the same time point at which the mode
change condition is fulfilled, the rider may feel uncomfortable depending on the time point at which the mode
change condition is fulfilled because the load applied
from the pedal to the rider significantly decreases (in other words, the pedaling force applied from the rider to the
pedal significantly decreases.).
[0004] An object of the present invention is to provide
a method for controlling an electric assist bicycle, a drive
system for an electric assist bicycle and an electric assist
bicycle each capable of realizing a comfortable mode
change. According to the present invention said object
is solved by a method for controlling an electric assist
bicycle having the features of independent claim 1. Moreover, said object is also solved by drive system for an
electric assist bicycle according to claim 14 or an electric
assist bicycle according to claim 15.
(1) An embodiment of a drive system of an electric
assist bicycle proposed in the present disclosure includes a sensor that detects a pedaling force applied
to a pedal from a rider; an electric motor that outputs
drive power to assist pedaling motion of the rider;
and a controller that calculates an assist ratio by the
electric motor. The controller has, as the control
modes of the electric motor, a first mode and a second mode different from the first mode in the assist
ratio, and determines whether or not a mode change
condition is fulfilled, where the mode change condition is defined on a mode change from the first mode
to the second mode. The controller performs the
mode change from the first mode to the second mode
when the pedal is located between a first angular
position that follows by 45 degrees a lowermost position of a locus of the pedal and a second angular
position that precedes by 45 degrees the lowermost
position. It should be noted that the pedals are not
the constituents of the drive system. Further, when
performing the mode change, the controller may not
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detect the position of the pedals to determine whether or not the pedal is located between the first angular
position and the second angular position. In other
words, the scope of the present disclosure covers
an embodiment in which the mode change made at
a time point specified on the basis of the output of
the sensor (e.g., a sensor for detecting the pedaling
force) resultantly falls in the period corresponding to
the angular range between the two angular positions.
(2) In the drive system of (1), the mode change from
the first mode to the second mode may be performed
with a delay from a time point when a pedaling force
to fulfill the mode change condition is detected. According to this configuration, since the time point at
which the whether or not the mode change conditions are fulfilled is determined and the time point at
which the mode change is performed is shifted from
each other, it is possible to make the both time points
appropriate.
(3) In the drive system of (1) or (2), the controller
may perform the mode change from the first mode
to the second mode at an angular position determined on the basis of a pedaling force detected
through the sensor. According to this configuration,
a dedicated sensor to detecting the angular position
(an absolute value) of the crank shaft becomes unnecessary, and it is possible to achieve reduction of
the cost or reduction of the number of components.
(4) In the drive system of any one of (1) trough (3),
the controller may perform the mode change from
the first mode to the second mode at an angular position at which a crank shaft rotates by a predetermined angle from a position at which the pedaling
force takes a local maximum value. According to this
configuration, the dedicated sensor that detects the
angular position (an absolute value) of the crank
shaft becomes unnecessary, and it is possible to
achieve reduction of the cost or reduction of the
number of components.
(5) The drive system of any one of (1) trough (4) may
further include a display device that shows a current
control mode. This configuration enables the rider to
correctly figure out the current control mode, and the
convenience for the rider can be improved.
(6) In the drive system of any one of (1) trough (5),
the controller may use a first map in the first mode
that defines a relationship between an assist ratio
and a pedaling force applied to the pedal, and the
controller may use a second map in the second mode
that defines a relationship between an assist ratio
and a pedaling force applied to the pedal.
(7) In the drive system of any one of (1) trough (6),
the controller may further have a third mode different
in assist ratio from the first mode and the second
mode, and the controller may ensure a predetermined mode change disapproval period between
two mode changes consecutively performed. In other words, the controller may ensure the mode
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change disapproval period between the change (the
mode change) from one of the first mode, the second
mode and the third mode to another mode, and the
subsequent mode change. According to this configuration, the frequency of the mode changes can be
made appropriate.
(8) In the drive system of (7), when one pedaling
motion is defined as a rotation from an uppermost
position to the lowermost position in the locus of pedal, the predetermined mode change disapproval period may be shorter than time necessary for the one
pedaling motion. According to this configuration, the
mode changes can be made at short time intervals
during a run in which, for example, a high load is
applied and the rotational speed of the crank shaft
is low (e.g., when starting to climb a slope).
(9) In the drive system of (7), when one pedaling
motion may be defined as a rotation from an uppermost position to the lowermost position of the locus
of pedal, the predetermined mode change disapproval period may be equal to, or longer than, time
necessary for the one pedaling motion. According to
this configuration, it is possible to prevent the frequency of the mode change from becoming higher
than necessary.
(10) In the drive system of (7), when one pedaling
motion is defined as a rotation from an uppermost
position to the lowermost position of the locus of pedal, a first disapproval period and a second disapproval period longer than the first disapproval period may
be defined as the predetermined mode change disapproval period. One period of the first disapproval
period and the second disapproval period determined in accordance with a riding situation of the
bicycle may be ensured between the mode changes
consecutively performed. Thus, the mode change
can be made at an appropriate frequency corresponding to the riding situation. For example, when
the bicycle is rapidly accelerated, the control mode
can be made in a stepwise manner at relatively short
time intervals. On the other hand, when the bicycle
performs the steady run, for example, the time intervals between the changes of the control mode can
be made longer.
(11) In the drive system of (7), when one pedaling
motion is defined as a rotation from an uppermost
position to the lowermost position of the locus of pedal, the predetermined mode change disapproval period may be defined by either one of the number of
the pedaling motions and a rotation amount of the
crank shaft, and the controller may count the one of
the number of the pedaling motions and the rotation
amount of the crank shaft, and may determine
whether or not the predetermined mode change disapproval period has elapsed, on the basis of the
counted one of the number of pedaling motions and
the rotation amount of the crank shaft. According to
this configuration, the mode change can be made at
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relatively short time intervals when running with a
high cadence, for example. As a result, the mode
change can be made at an appropriate frequency
corresponding to the way of pedaling.
(12) In the drive system of any one of (1) trough (11),
the controller may determine whether or not the
mode change condition is fulfilled, on the basis of
the pedaling force detected by the sensor. Thus, it
is possible to change the control mode when a high
load is applied to the rider, or when the load to be
applied to the rider decreases.
(13) In the drive system of any one of (1) trough (12),
the controller may have, as the control modes of the
electric motor, at least three modes including the first
mode, the second mode and a third mode, the second mode may be higher than the first mode in assist
ratio, the third mode may be higher than the second
mode in assist ratio, the mode change condition on
the mode change from the first mode to the second
mode may include a condition that the pedaling force
calculated on the basis of an output of the sensor is
higher than a first threshold value, a mode change
condition on a mode change from the second mode
to the third mode may include a condition that the
pedaling force calculated on the basis of the output
of the sensor is higher than a second threshold value,
and the second threshold value may be higher than
the first threshold value. This configuration prevents
the change from the second mode to the third mode
from being performed immediately after performing
the change from the first mode to the second mode.
It should be noted that the "pedaling force calculated
on the basis of the output of the sensor" includes the
pedaling force itself, a local maximum of the pedaling
force, a local minimum of the pedaling force, an average of the pedaling force and so on.
(14) In the drive system of any one of (1) trough (13),
the controller may have, as the control modes of the
electric motor, at least three modes including the first
mode, the second mode and a third mode. At least
one of the mode change condition on the mode
change from the first mode to the second mode and
a mode change condition on a mode change from
the second mode to the third mode may be adjustable through an input device operable by an operator. The operator is an user of the bicycle and a maintenance staff of the bicycle, for example. According
to this configuration, it is possible to change the control mode at the time point suitable for an individual
user.
(15) In the drive system of any one of (1) trough (14),
the controller may have, as the control modes of the
electric motor, at least three control modes including
the first mode, the second mode and a third mode.
The controller may receive an instruction from an
input device operable by an operator, and the instruction may be for limiting the control mode to be
used by the controller into one or more of the at least
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three control modes. The operator is, for example,
an user of the bicycle and a maintenance staff of the
bicycle. According to this configuration, it becomes
possible to drive the electric motor only with the control modes to suit the taste of the user.
(16) In the drive system of any one of (1) trough (15),
a first mode change condition and a second mode
change condition may be defined as the mode
change condition defined on the mode change from
the first mode to the second mode. The controller
may calculate a first value and a second value different from the first value, on the basis of an output
of the sensor. The first mode change condition may
be defined on the first value, and the second mode
change condition may be defined on the second value. According to this configuration, since a plurality
of values is used, the mode change can be made at
more appropriate time point than that in the case in
which just one value is used alone, for example.
Here, the expression that "values different in type"
means that the arithmetic expressions used for the
calculation of the values are different from each other. For example, when the first value is the local maximum, the local minimum of the pedaling force or the
like, the second value is, for example, an average of
the pedaling force.
(17) In the drive system of any one of (1) trough (16),
a first mode change condition and a second mode
change condition may be defined as the mode
change condition defined on the mode change from
the first mode to the second mode. When one pedaling motion is defined as a rotation from an uppermost position to the lowermost position in the locus
of pedal, the first mode change condition may be
defined on the pedaling force in the one pedaling
motion, and the second mode change condition may
be defined on the pedaling forces in a plurality of
pedaling motions. According to this configuration,
the control mode can be made in not only the case
(the case in which the first mode change condition
is fulfilled) in which a high load is instantaneously
applied to the rider, but also the case (the case in
which the second mode change condition is fulfilled)
in which a high load is steadily applied to the rider.
(18) An electric assist bicycle proposed in the
present disclosure includes the drive system described in (1), and the pedal. According to the electric
assist bicycle, it is possible to provide a comfortable
mode change to the rider.
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Fig. 3 is a block diagram showing functions provided
to a controller.
Fig. 4 is a diagram showing an example of an assist
ratio map provided to the controller.
Fig. 5 is a diagram for explaining the time point at
which a mode change is performed (that is, an angular position of a crank shaft at which the mode
change is performed).
Fig. 6 is a block diagram showing functions provided
to a control mode management section.
Fig. 7 is a timing chart for explaining a change of a
pedaling force and the time point at which the mode
change is performed.
Fig. 8 is a table for explaining an example of a process performed by a mode change condition adjustment section provided to the controller.
Fig. 9 is a flowchart showing an example of a process
performed by the control mode management section
provided to the controller.
Fig. 10 is a timing chart for explaining an example
of a process performed by a hard pedaling determination section.
Fig. 11 is a timing chart for explaining an example
of a process performed by a steady high load determination section.
Fig. 12 is a timing chart for explaining an example
of a process performed by a steady low load determination section.
Fig. 13 is a timing chart for explaining an example
of a process performed by a high-load start determination section.
Fig. 14 is a timing chart for explaining an example
of a process performed by a rapid load decrease
determination section.
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
[0005]
Fig. 1 is a side view showing an example of an electric
assist bicycle proposed in the present disclosure.
Fig. 2 is a block diagram showing a configuration of
the electric assist bicycle.
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[0006] The terminology used herein is for the purpose
of describing particular embodiments only and is not intended to be limiting of the present teaching. As used
herein, the term "and/or" includes any and all combinations of one or more of the associated listed items. As
used herein, the singular forms "a," "an," and "the" are
intended to include the plural forms as well as the singular
forms, unless the context clearly indicates otherwise. It
will be further understood that the terms "comprises",
"comprising", "includes", and/or "including", when used
in this specification, specify the presence of stated features, steps, operations, elements, and/or components,
but do not preclude the presence or addition of one or
more other features, steps, operations, elements, components, and/or groups thereof.
[0007] Unless otherwise defined, all terms (including
technical and scientific terms) used herein have the same
meaning as commonly understood by one having ordinary skill in the art to which this teaching belongs. It will
be further understood that terms, such as those defined
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in commonly used dictionaries, should be interpreted as
having a meaning that is consistent with their meaning
in the context of the relevant art and the present disclosure and will not be interpreted in an idealized or overly
formal sense unless expressly so defined herein.
[0008] In describing the present teaching, it will be understood that a number of technologies are disclosed.
Each of these has individual benefit and each can also
be used in conjunction with one or more, or in some cases
all, of the other disclosed technologies. Accordingly, for
the sake of clarity, this description will refrain from repeating every possible combination of the individual technologies in an unnecessary fashion.
[0009] In the following description, for purposes of explanation, numerous specific details are set forth in order
to provide a thorough understanding of the present teaching. It will be evident, however, to one skilled in the art
that the present teaching may be practiced without these
specific details.
[0010] The present disclosure is to be considered as
an exemplification of the present teaching, and is not
intended to limit the present teaching to the specific embodiments illustrated by the figures or description below.
[0011] The present teaching will now be described by
referencing the appended figures representing embodiments. Fig. 1 is a side view of an electric assist exemplified bicycle 100 of an embodiment of the present teaching. Fig. 2 is a block diagram showing a configuration of
the electric assist bicycle 100. In Fig. 2, the thick solid
lines represent transmission of the power, and thin solid
lines represent a signal or an electrical current. The electric assist bicycle 100 has a drive system 10 for assisting
the pedaling motion of the rider. The drive system 10 is
constituted by electrical components described later
such as an electric motor 21, a controller 30, a motor
drive device 39 and an operation input device 58. Hereinafter, the electric assist bicycle 100 is simply described
as a bicycle.
[Overall Configuration]
[0012] As shown in Fig. 1, the bicycle 100 has a crank
shaft 2. A right pedal 2a and a left pedal 2a are respectively attached to the right end and the left end of the
crank shaft 2 via cranks 2b. The left and right pedals 2a
rotate around the crank shaft 2. The crank shaft 2 is supported at the lower end of a seat tube 11. A saddle 18 is
fixed at the upper end of the seat tube 11. The front part
of the bicycle 100 includes a handle stem 8, a handle 7
fixed to the upper part of the handle stem 8, a front fork
19 fixed to the lower part of the handle stem 8, and a
front wheel 9 supported at the lower end of the front fork
19. The handle stem 8 is supported by a head pipe 17a
disposed at the front end of a frame 17. The shape of the
frame 17 is not limited to the example shown in Fig. 1,
and can arbitrarily be changed.
[0013] As shown in Fig. 1, the bicycle 100 has a drive
unit 20. The drive unit 20 is constituted by the electric
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motor 21 (see Fig. 2) for outputting assist power (assist
torque) for assisting the rider pedaling for the rear wheel
6, and a reduction mechanism 25 (see Fig. 2). The electric motor 21 is driven by the electricity supplied from a
battery 22. In the exemplified bicycle 100, the battery 22
is installed on the rear side of the seat tube 11, and the
drive unit 20 is disposed on the rear side of the crank
shaft 2. The positions of the electric motor 21 and the
battery 22 are not limited to the example in the bicycle
100, and can arbitrarily be changed.
[0014] The drive power applied to the crank shaft 2
through the pedals 2a is transmitted to a resultant power
transmission mechanism 24 through an one-way clutch
23 as shown in Fig. 2. Further, in the exemplified bicycle
100, the drive power (the assist power) output from the
electric motor 21 is transmitted to the resultant power
transmission mechanism 24 through the reduction mechanism 25 and an one-way clutch 26. The resultant power
transmission mechanism 24 is constituted by a shaft, a
rotary member provided to the shaft, a chain 5 (Fig. 1)
and so on, and combines the drive power applied to the
crank shaft 2 and the drive power output from the electric
motor 21. In an example of the resultant power transmission mechanism 24, the two types of drive power are
input to a common shaft and a common rotary member
to thereby be combined with each other. In another example, both of the drive power applied to the crank shaft
2 and the drive power output from the electric motor 21
may be input to the chain 5 to thereby be combined with
each other. The drive power combined by the resultant
power transmission mechanism 24 is transmitted to the
rear wheel 6 through, for example, a change gear mechanism 27 and an one-way clutch 28 as shown in Fig. 2.
The change gear mechanism 27 is a mechanism in which
the gear can be changed by an operation member (e.g.,
a lever) disposed in, for example, the handle 7.
[0015] The bicycle 100 has a sensor for detecting the
pedaling force applied by the rider to the pedals 2a. The
sensor is, for example, a torque sensor 41 (see Fig. 2)
for outputting a signal corresponding to the torque
caused in the crank shaft 2. The torque sensor 41 is a
magnetostrictive sensor installed in, for example, the
crank shaft 2, but can also be a sensor of a different type.
Hereinafter, the torque detected by the torque sensor 41,
namely the torque of the crank shaft 2 is referred to as a
"pedaling force."
[0016] The bicycle 100 has a crank rotation sensor 45
for outputting a signal corresponding to rotation of the
crank shaft 2. The crank rotation sensor 45 is, for example, a sensor for generating a pulse signal in accordance
with the rotation of the crank shaft 2. The controller 30
calculates a rotation amount (an angular change) of the
crank shaft 2, a rotational speed of the crank shaft 2 or
the like on the basis of the output of the crank rotation
sensor 45. Hereinafter, the rotation amount of the crank
shaft 2 is referred to as a "crank angular change." It
should be noted that a sensor capable of detecting a
position (an angular position) of the crank shaft 2 may
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be used as the crank rotation sensor 45.
[0017] Further, the bicycle 100 has a motor rotation
sensor (an encoder) 42 for outputting a signal corresponding to rotation of the electric motor 21, and a front
wheel rotation sensor 43 for outputting a signal corresponding to rotation of the front wheel 9. The controller
30 calculates the rotational speed of the electric motor
21 on the basis of the output of the motor rotation sensor
42, and calculates the vehicle speed on the basis of the
output of the front wheel rotation sensor 43.
[0018] Further, the bicycle 100 has the operation input
device 58 and a display device 59. The display device
59 includes, for example, a display panel and a light emitting diode (LED), and displays information related to control performed by the controller 30, remaining power of
a battery 22, information (e.g., a distance) related to running, and so on. In the bicycle 100, the display device 59
displays control modes (e.g., a high mode and a standard
mode) of the electric motor 21. The control modes will
be described later in detail. The operation input device
58 includes operation members (e.g., a button and a lever) which can be operated by the rider, and inputs a
signal corresponding to the operation of the members to
the controller 30. In the bicycle 100, the rider is allowed
to select the control mode of the electric motor 21 through
the operation input device 58. A touch sensor as the operation input device 58 may be attached to the display
device 59 to detect the position of a finger of the rider
touching the display device 59.

[Control Modes and Motor Control Section]
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[Controller]
[0019] The bicycle 100 has the controller 30 for controlling the electric motor 21 on the basis of the output of
the torque sensor 41. The controller 30 has at least one
memory storing a program related to the control of the
electric motor 21 and a map, and at least one microprocessor for executing the program. The memory of the controller 30 has a map previously recorded thereon which
defines a relationship between the assist ratio and the
vehicle speed, change conditions of the control modes
described later and so on. When running the bicycle 100,
the controller 30 calculates the assist ratio corresponding
to the vehicle speed, calculates the assist power corresponding to the assist ratio and the pedaling force detected from the output of the torque sensor 41, and then
outputs a command value corresponding to the assist
power to the motor drive device 39, for example. The
motor drive device 39 is supplied with the electricity of
the battery 22, and supplies the electric motor 21 with
the electricity corresponding to the command value.
[0020] Fig. 3 is a block diagram showing functions provided to the controller 30. The controller 30 has a control
mode management section 31, a motor control section
32 and a display control section 33. These sections are
realized by the microprocessor constituting the controller
30 executing the program stored in the memory.
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[0021] The controller 30 has a plurality of control
modes different in assist ratio from each other as the
control modes of the electric motor 21. The controller 30
has, for example, four control modes (hereinafter, these
modes are referred to as a "high mode," a "standard
mode," an "ECO mode" and a "super ECO mode," respectively). The number of the control modes can also
be smaller than 4, or can also be larger than 4. The assist
ratio is defined in advance in accordance with, for example, the vehicle speed, and the four control modes are
different in assist ratio from each other when compared
at the same vehicle speed. The control modes have the
following relationship in the assist ratio, for example.
(high mode)>(standard mode)>(ECO mode)>(super
ECO mode).
[0022] It should be noted that, the four control modes
may have a vehicle speed range (e.g., a high vehicle
speed range) where the assist ratio is the same. Specifically, there can be defined the vehicle speed range
where the assist ratio of the high mode is equal to the
assist ratio of the standard mode, the vehicle speed range
where the assist ratio of the standard mode is equal to
the assist ratio of the ECO mode, and the vehicle speed
range where the assist ratio of the ECO mode is equal
to the assist ratio of the super ECO mode.
[0023] The motor control section 32 calculates the vehicle speed on the basis of the output of the rotation sensor (e.g., the front wheel rotation sensor 43), and then
calculates the assist ratio corresponding to the vehicle
rate. The memory of the controller 30 has a plurality of
maps (hereinafter referred to as "assist ratio maps" recorded thereon for defining the assist ratio corresponding
to the vehicle speed. The plurality of assist ratio maps
respectively corresponds to the plurality of control
modes. When running the bicycle 100, the motor control
section 32 calculates the assist ratio with reference to
the assist ratio map corresponding to the control mode
currently selected. Then, the motor control section 32
calculates the assist power corresponding to the assist
ratio and the pedaling force detected from the output of
the torque sensor 41, and then outputs the command
value corresponding to the assist power to the motor drive
device 39.
[0024] Fig. 4 is a diagram for explaining an example
of the plurality of assist ratio maps. In this drawing, the
horizontal axis represents the vehicle speed, and the vertical axis represents the assist ratio. In this drawing, the
lines E1, E2, E3 and E4 respectively represent examples
of the relationships between the vehicle speed and the
assist ratio in the four control modes (the high mode, the
standard mode, the ECO mode, and the super ECO
mode). In the high mode (the line E1) shown in the drawing, the assist ratio is constant in the vehicle speed range
from 0 to V3, and gradually decreases in the vehicle
speed range higher than V3. Regarding other modes,
the assist ratio is constant in the vehicle speed range
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from 0 to a vehicle speed (V1, V2 in Fig. 4), and gradually
decreases in the vehicle speed range exceeding the vehicle speed (V1, V2 in Fig. 4). As shown in this drawing,
comparing the assist ratios of the respective control
modes with each other at the same vehicle speed, the
four assist ratios fulfill the following.
(high mode)>(standard mode)>(ECO mode)>(super
ECO mode).
[0025] It should be noted that, the assist ratio maps
shown in Fig. 4 are illustrative only, and can arbitrarily
be changed. For example, as described above, there can
be defined the vehicle speed range where the assist ratio
of the high mode is equal to the assist ratio of the standard
mode, the vehicle speed range where the assist ratio of
the standard mode is equal to the assist ratio of the ECO
mode, and the vehicle speed range where the assist ratio
of the ECO mode is equal to the assist ratio of the super
ECO mode.
[0026] It should be noted that a plurality of assist ratio
maps may be defined for one control mode. In this case,
the motor control section 32 selects one map corresponding to the control mode currently selected in accordance
with a riding situation from the plurality of assist ratio
maps (referred to as a "map group" here), and then calculates the assist ratio with reference to the assist ratio
map thus selected. For example, the map group may
includes a plurality of assist ratio maps defined for the
standard mode. Further, in the case where the standard
mode is selected, the motor control section 32 may select
any one of the assist ratio maps in the map group in
accordance with the riding situation, and then calculate
the assist ratio with reference to the selected assist ratio
map. For the embodiment in which the map group including a plurality of assist ratio maps is defined for each
control mode as described above, the "change of the
control mode" means a change of the assist ratio map
group.
[0027] In the exemplified bicycle 100, the assist ratio
maps are defined for the respective control modes, and
the assist ratio map of each control mode is different from
the assist ratio maps of the other control modes. However, a common assist ratio map may be used in some
of the control modes (e.g., two or three of the control
modes). For example, a common assist ratio map may
be used in both of the ECO mode and the super ECO
mode. Further, for example, while the ECO mode uses
a value obtained from the common assist ratio map as
the assist ratio, the super ECO mode may use, as the
assist ratio, a value obtained by correcting the value obtained from the common assist ratio map. In the correction, for example, the value obtained from the assist ratio
map is multiplied by a correction coefficient K (K<1). In
other words, the plurality of control modes may use a
common assist ratio map and may be different each other
in computing equation for calculating the assist ratio (that
is, different in coefficient and constant included in the
computing equation for the calculating.). According also
to such a method, the assist ratios calculated in the re-
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spective control modes can be made different from each
other.
[Control Mode Management Section]
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[0028] The control mode management section 31 selects/changes the control mode in accordance with the
riding situation of the bicycle 100 or an instruction of the
rider. In other words, the control mode management section 31 selects/changes the assist ratio map to be used
in the control of the motor control section 32, for example.
The control mode management section 31 may automatically change the control mode without the operation of
the rider when the mode change condition defined in advance is fulfilled. The mode change condition is a condition defined on the pedaling force, and the control mode
management section 31 determines whether or not the
pedaling force (e.g., the local maximum and an average)
calculated on the basis of the output of the torque sensor
41 fulfills the mode change condition. For example, the
control mode management section 31 determines whether or not the pedaling force calculated on the basis of the
output of the torque sensor 41 exceeds a threshold value,
and whether or not the calculated pedaling force falls
below the threshold value. In the case where the calculated pedaling force exceeds the threshold value, the
control mode management section 31 changes the control mode toward the upside. (The "change toward the
upside" means that the control mode is changed to a
mode that has a higher assist ratio calculated. In the exemplified bicycle 100, the "change toward the upside"
means that the control mode is changed closer to the
"high mode.") Further, in the case where the calculated
pedaling force falls below the threshold value, the control
mode management section 31 changes the control mode
to the downside. (The "change to the downside" means
that the control mode is changed to the mode that has a
lower assist ratio calculated. In the exemplified bicycle
100, "change to the downside" means that the control
mode is changed closer to the "super ECO mode.")
[0029] In the bicycle 100, the mode change instruction
by the rider can be input to the controller 30 through the
operation input device 58. One of the mode change conditions may also be that such a mode change instruction
is input from the operation input device 58 to the controller
30. In this case, the control mode management section
31 performs the mode change when the mode change
instruction is input from the operation input device 58 to
the controller 30.
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[Time point of Mode Change]
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[0030] Fig. 5 is a diagram for explaining the time point
at which the mode change is performed. (The time point
corresponds to an angular position of the crank shaft 2
at which the mode change is performed. Hereinafter, the
"angular position of the crank shaft 2" is referred to as a
"crank position".) The pedals 2a each have a circular lo-
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cus Lo about the crank shaft 2. When the mode change
condition is fulfilled, the control mode management section 31 performs the mode change at the time point at
which the pedal 2a is located at the lowermost position
P1 (or a position close to the lowermost position P1) of
the locus Lo.
[0031] More specifically, the control mode management section 31 performs the mode change at which the
pedal 2a is located between a first angular position that
follows by 45 degrees a lowermost position P1 and a
second angular position that precedes by 45 degrees the
lowermost position P1. (The first angular position is a
position added with 45 degrees the lowermost position
P1, and hereinafter will be referred to as a rear limit position P3. Further, the second angular position is a position subtracting 45 degrees from the lowermost position
P1, and hereinafter will be referred to as a front limit position P2.) In other words, when the pedal 2a is located
between the front limit position P2 and the rear limit position P3, the controller 30 performs the change of the
assist ratio due to the change of the control mode. The
crank position at which the mode change is performed
is preferably between a position that follows by 30 degrees a lowermost position P1 and a position that precedes by 30 degrees the lowermost position P1. The
crank position at which the mode change is performed
is more preferably between a position that follows by 20
degrees a lowermost position P1 and a position that recedes by 20 degrees the lowermost position P1. The
crank position at which the mode change is performed
is more preferably between an angular position that follows by 10 degrees from a lowermost position P1 and an
angular position that precedes by 10 degrees the lowermost position P1. The lowermost position is the most
preferable.
[0032] The pedaling force varies during one cycle of
the pedal 2a. In general, the pedaling force becomes
minimum when either one of the pedals 2a is located at
the lowermost position P1. Therefore, performing the
mode change at the crank position described above results in that the mode change is performed at a time point
where the pedaling force exerted by the rider is relatively
weak. As a result, it is possible to prevent the rapid
change of the load applied to the rider, and the uncomfortable feeling due to the rapid change. It should be noted that the lowermost position P1 of the pedal 2a in the
present specification means the lowest position in the
locus of pedal Lo, and is an intersection point between
the locus of pedal Lo and the vertical line.
[0033] In general, the pedaling force applied by the rider to the pedal 2a becomes maximum when the pedal
2a is located at the position (the position P4 in Fig. 5)
rotated 90 degrees from the uppermost position P0 (hereinafter, the position P4 is referred to as a "horizontal position"). When the pedaling force detected at the time
when the pedal 2a is located at the horizontal position
P4 fulfills the mode change condition, the control mode
management section 31 performs the mode change with
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a delay from the time point when the pedaling force has
been detected.(i.e., the control mode management section 31 performs the mode change when the pedal 2a
has come in the vicinity of the lowermost position P1.)
[0034] Further, the control mode management section
31 secures a predetermined period between consecutively performed two mode changes. (Hereinafter, the period is referred to as a "mode change disapproval period."
The consecutively performed two mode changes is referred to as a "first mode change" and a "second mode
change.") In other words, in the case where the mode
change condition is fulfilled immediately after performing
the first mode change, the control mode management
section 31 does not perform the second mode change
unless the mode change disapproval period elapses from
the first mode change. This enables the frequency of the
mode change to be appropriate. In other words, it is possible to prevent the mode change from being performed
at a higher-than-necessary frequency.
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[Display Control Section]
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[0035] The display control section 33 outputs information (a signal) to be displayed in the display device 59.
In the exemplified bicycle 100, the control mode currently
selected is displayed on the display device 59 by the
display control section 33. Further, in the case where the
control mode is changed by the control mode management section 31, the control mode to be displayed on the
display device 59 is changed by the display control section 33. Therefore, in the case where the mode change
condition has been fulfilled, the display content of the
display device 59 is automatically switched without an
operation by the rider.
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[Control Mode Management Section]
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[0036] Fig. 6 is a block diagram more specifically showing functions provided to the control mode management
section 31. The control mode management section 31
has a crank position determination section 31A, an automated change section 31B, a mode change condition
adjustment section 31F and an available mode limitation
section 31G. Further, the automated change section 31B
has a pedaling force determination section 31C and a
mode change disapproval period determination section
31E. Further, the control mode management section 31
has a manual change section 31H. These sections are
also realized by the microprocessor constituting the controller 30 executing the program stored in the memory.
[Crank Position Determination Section]

55
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[0037] The crank position determination section 31A
determines whether or not the pedal 2a is located at the
angular position where the execution of the mode change
is allowed, in other words, whether or not the crank position has reached the position where the execution of
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the mode change is allowed. In the bicycle 100, the crank
position determination section 31A determines whether
or not the crank position has reached the position where
the execution of the mode change is allowed, on the basis
of the pedaling force detected by the torque sensor 41.
The crank position determination section 31A performs,
for example, the following process.
[0038] The crank position determination section 31A
searches for the local maximum of the pedaling force
(the "local maximum of the pedaling force" is referred to
as a peak pedaling force). Then the crank position determination section 31A determines whether or not the
crank angle change (an rotation amount of the crank shaft
2) has reached a predetermined angle from the crank
position (the horizontal position P4 in Fig. 5) at which the
peak pedaling force has been found. When the crank
angle change has reached the predetermined angle, it
is assumed that the pedal 2a has been located at the
lowermost position P1 (or a position near to the lowermost position P1), and the crank position has reached a
mode change approval position (the "mode change approval position" is a crank position where the execution
of the mode change (the change in assist ratio) is allowed). The "predetermined angle" is, for example, an
angle larger than 45 degrees and smaller than 135 degrees. The predetermined angle described above makes
the mode change be performed between the front limit
position P2 and the rear limit position P3 shown in Fig.
5. The "predetermined angle" may be preferably an angle
larger than 60 degrees and smaller than 120 degrees.
More preferably, the "predetermined angle" may be an
angle larger than 70 degrees and smaller than 110 degrees. More preferably, the "predetermined angle" may
be an angle larger than 80 degrees and smaller than 100
degrees. In the exemplified bicycle 100, the "predetermined angle" is 90 degrees.
[0039] Fig. 7 is a timing chart for explaining the change
of the pedaling force and the time point (the crank position) at which the mode change is performed. As shown
in the drawing, the pedaling force varies periodically. For
example, at t1 when the peak pedaling force is obtained,
it is assumed that one of the pedals 2a (e.g., the right
pedal 2a) is located at the horizontal position P4, and at
t2 when the pedaling force becomes a local minimum
value, it is assumed that the one of the pedals 2a is located at the lowermost position P1. Further, at t3 when
the subsequent peak pedaling force Pk1 is obtained, it
is assumed that the other of the pedals 2a (e.g., the left
pedal 2a) is located at the horizontal position P4, and at
t4 when the pedaling force takes a local minimum value,
it is assumed that the other of the pedals 2a is located
at the lowermost position P1. The crank position determination section 31A searches for, for example, a local
maximum (i.e., the peak pedaling force) of the pedaling
force in one pedaling motion. In the present specification,
the "one pedaling motion" is defined as a motion of each
pedal 2a from the uppermost position P0 to the lowermost
position P1. In the above example, the one pedaling mo-
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tion of the right pedal 2a corresponds to a period from t0
when the pedaling force takes a local minimum value to
t2 when the pedaling force takes the next local minimum
value, and the one pedaling motion of the left pedal 2a
corresponds to a period from t2 when the pedaling force
takes the local minimum value to t4 when the pedaling
force takes the next local minimum value. When the crank
position determination section 31A finds, for example,
the peak pedaling force Pk1, the crank position determination section 31A starts counting the crank angle
change (an rotation amount of the crank shaft 2) from
the time point (t3) when the peak pedaling force Pk1 is
found. Then, when the crank angle change has reached
90 degrees (t4), the crank position determination section
31A assumes that the pedal 2a (the left pedal 2a in the
above example) is located at the lowermost position P1,
and determines that the crank position has reached the
mode change approval position. The crank position determination section 31A performs the above process for
each of the right pedal 2a and the left pedal 2a.
[0040] It should be noted that the process of the crank
position determination section 31A is not limited to the
example described above. For example, the following
processes may be performed.
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(Example 1) The crank position determination section 31A searches for the local maximum (the peak
pedaling force) of the pedaling force in a range from
the uppermost position P0 to the lowermost position
P1 in the locus Lo of the pedal 2a. Then, when the
pedaling force detected by the torque sensor 41 has
reached a level 70 % as high as the peak pedaling
force, or a level 50 % as high as the peak pedaling
force, the crank position determination section 31A
determines that the crank position has reached the
mode change approval position. In other words,
when the pedaling force detected by the torque sensor 41 has become "(the peak pedaling force)]k" (k
is a coefficient smaller than 1), the crank position
determination section 31A determines that the crank
position has reached the mode change approval position.
(Example 2) The crank position determination section 31A may search for a local minimum of the pedaling force in one pedaling motion. Then, the crank
position determination section 31A may determine
that the crank position has reached the mode change
approval position when the pedaling force has taken
a local minimum value.
(Example 3) A sensor that detects not only an rotation amount (the crank angle change) of the crank
shaft 2 but also the position (the angle) of the crank
shaft 2 may be used as the crank rotation sensor 45.
In this case, the crank position determination section
31A may determine whether or not the crank position
has reached the mode change approval position, on
the basis of the output of the crank rotation sensor
45 without using the pedaling force.
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[0041] The control mode management section 31 performs the mode change, when the crank position has
reached the mode change approval position (the lowermost position P1 of the pedal 2a, for example) and the
mode change condition has been fulfilled,. However, in
a riding situation, the control mode management section
31 may perform the mode change irrespective of whether
or not the crank position has reached the mode change
approval position. In other words, in a riding situation
(e.g., a steady run) where it is not appropriate for the rider
to notice the mode change, the control mode management section 31 performs the mode change when the
crank position has reached the mode change approval
position. On the other hand, in a riding situation where
the mode change is in a high priority to the execution of
the mode change, the control mode management section
31 may perform the mode change irrespective of the
crank position. In the exemplified bicycle 100, when the
mode change condition has been fulfilled in the determinations of a hard pedaling determination section U1, a
steady high load determination section U2 and a steady
low load determination section U3 shown in Fig. 6, the
control mode management section 31 performs the mode
change at the mode change approval position. On the
other hand, when the mode change condition has been
fulfilled in the determinations of a high load start determination section U4 and a load rapid decrease determination section U5 shown in Fig. 6, the control mode management section 31 performs the mode change irrespective of the crank position. As described above, for the
bicycle 100, in the predetermined riding situation, the
mode change (the change in assist ratio) is performed
when the crank position is located at the mode change
approval position, and in another riding situation, the
mode change (the change in assist ratio) is performed
irrespective of the crank position. This enables the mode
change (the change in assist ratio) to be performed at
the most suitable time point for the riding situation. The
determination sections U1 through U5 will be described
later in detail.
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referred to as a "determined pedaling force."
[0043] As shown in Fig. 6, the pedaling force determination section 31C includes a determination pedaling
force calculation section 31D. The determination pedaling force calculation section 31D calculates the determination pedaling force to be used for the determination of
the mode change condition, on the basis of the output of
the torque sensor 41. As shown in Fig. 6, the pedaling
force determination section 31C includes the hard pedaling determination section U1, the steady high load determination section U2, the steady low load determination
section U3, the high load start determination section U4
and the load rapid decrease determination section U5.
Each of the determination sections U1 through U5 determines whether or not the mode change condition is fulfilled by one or more of the determination pedaling force
calculated by the determination pedaling force calculation section 31D.
[0044] There are following types as examples of the
determination pedaling forces.
-
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a local maximum (a peak pedaling force, e.g., Pk1
in Fig. 7) of the pedaling force in one pedaling motion;
a local minimum (e.g., Bt1 in Fig. 7) of the pedaling
force in one pedaling motion;
local maxima (a plurality of consecutive peaks of the
pedaling force, e.g., Pk1, Pk2 and Pk3 in Fig. 7) of
the pedaling force in a plurality of consecutive pedaling motions;
local minima (e.g., Bt1, Bt2, Bt3 and Bt4 in Fig. 7) of
the pedaling force in a plurality of consecutive pedaling motions;
a moving average (e.g., an average of Pk1, Pk2 and
Pk3 in Fig. 7) of local maxima of the pedaling force
in a plurality of consecutive pedaling motions;
a moving average (e.g., an average of Bt1, Bt2, Bt3
and Bt4 in Fig. 7) of local minima of the pedaling
force in a plurality of consecutive pedaling motions;
an average (e.g., Md1 in Fig. 7, hereinafter referred
to as a "middle pedaling force") of the pedaling force
in one pedaling motion.

[Pedaling force Determination Section]
[0042] The mode change condition includes a condition related to the pedaling force. The pedaling force determination section 31C determines whether or not the
mode change condition is fulfilled on the basis of the pedaling force detected by the torque sensor 41. Specifically, the pedaling force determination section 31C determines whether or not the local maximum of the pedaling force (i.e., the peak pedaling force) in one pedaling
motion or a plurality of pedaling motions, an average of
the pedaling force in the one pedaling motion or the plurality of pedaling motions, and so on are higher than the
threshold value, or whether or not the local maximum
and average are lower than the threshold value. Hereinafter, the local maximum, the average and so on of the
pedaling force used in the determination are collectively
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[0045] In the exemplified bicycle 100, the middle pedaling force is an average of the pedaling force between,
for example, the time point when the crank angle change
from when the peak pedaling force can be obtained has
reached 90 degrees, and the time point when the crank
angle change from when the subsequent peak pedaling
force can be obtained has reached 90 degrees.
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an average (e.g., an average of Md1, Md2 and Md3
in Fig. 7) of the middle pedaling forces in a plurality
of pedaling motions;
instantaneous values (e.g., the pedaling force at a
predetermined crank position, e.g., C1, C2 in Fig. 7)
of the pedaling force.

[0046]

10

The pedaling force determination section 31C
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(specifically, the hard pedaling determination section U1,
the steady high load determination section U2 and the
high load start determination section U4) determines
whether or not at least one of the determination pedaling
forces described above is higher than the threshold value. Then, in the case where the determination pedaling
force is higher than the threshold value, the control mode
change management section 31 changes the control
mode toward the upside (i.e., the control mode is
changed to a mode closer to the "high mode" in the exemplified bicycle 100). The mode change conditions respectively defined with respect to the determination sections U1, U2 and U4 are different from each other, and
thus when it is determined that the mode change condition has been fulfilled in any one of the determination
sections U1, U2 and U4, the control mode management
section 31 changes the control mode toward the upside.
In the example shown in Fig. 7, the peak pedaling force
Pk1 exceeds the threshold value Th11. Therefore, the
control mode management section 31 changes the control mode toward the upside at the time point (t4) when
the crank angle change from the peak pedaling force Pk1
has reached 90 degrees.
[0047] Further, the pedaling force determination section 31C (specifically, the steady low load determination
section U3 and the load rapid decrease determination
section U5) determines whether or not at least one of the
determination pedaling forces described above is lower
than the threshold value. Then, in the case where the
determination pedaling force is lower than the threshold
value, the control mode change management section 31
changes the control mode toward the downside (i.e., the
control mode is changed to a mode closer to the super
ECO mode). The mode change conditions respectively
defined for the determination sections U3 and U5 are
different from each other, and thus when it is determined
that the mode change condition has been fulfilled in either
one of the determination sections U3, U5, the control
mode management section 31 changes the control mode
toward the downside.
[0048] As described above, the control mode management section 31 has the crank position determination
section 31A for determining whether or not the crank position is located at the mode change approval position.
Therefore, when the determination pedaling force to fulfill
the mode change condition has been detected before
the crank position reaches the mode change approval
position, the mode change is resultantly performed with
a delay from the time point when the determination pedaling force to fulfill the mode change condition has been
detected. For example, in a case where the mode change
condition is that the peak pedaling force exceeds the
threshold value, the mode change is performed with a
delay from the time point when the peak pedaling force
higher than the threshold value has been detected. Further, in a case where the mode change condition is that
the peak pedaling force falls below the threshold value,
the mode change is performed with a delay from the time
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point when the peak pedaling force lower than the threshold value has been detected. For the exemplified bicycle
100, as described later, when the crank position reaches
the mode change approval position, whether or not the
detected peak pedaling force fulfills the mode change
condition is determined. Then, the mode change will be
made when the peak pedaling force fulfills the mode
change condition.
[Threshold Value Differing by Control Mode]
[0049] It should be noted that the mode change conditions may be different depending on the control modes.
For example, the threshold value for the determination
pedaling forces defined for the mode change toward the
upside may rise as the control mode rises (as the control
mode approaches the high mode). The "threshold value
for the determination pedaling forces defined for the
mode change toward the upside" is a threshold value
used in the determinations in the hard pedaling determination section U1, the steady high load determination
section U2 and the high load start determination section
U4.
[0050] Using Fig. 7 as an example, the threshold value
Th11 defined for the mode change from the ECO mode
to the standard mode may also be higher than the threshold value Th11 defined for the mode change from the
super ECO mode to the ECO mode. Further, the threshold value Th11 defined for the mode change from the
standard mode to the high mode may be higher than the
threshold value Th11 defined for the mode change from
the ECO mode to the standard mode. This enables the
second mode change toward the upside to be prevented
from occurring with excessive ease after the first mode
change toward the upside is made.
[0051] Further, the threshold value for the determination pedaling forces defined for the mode change toward
the downside may lower as the control mode falls (as the
control mode approaches the super ECO mode). In the
exemplified bicycle 100, the "threshold value for the determination pedaling forces defined for the mode change
toward the downside" is a threshold value used in the
determinations in the steady low load determination section U3 and the load rapid decrease determination section U5 described later. This enables the second mode
change toward the downside to be prevented from occurring with excessive ease after the first mode change
toward the downside is made.
[0052] In some cases, there is a way of pedaling with
an high average of the pedaling force and with a small
change of the pedaling force (with a small amplitude of
the pedaling force) (here, such a way of pedaling is referred to as "smooth pedaling motion"). In the smooth
pedaling motion, the peak pedaling force is low. Therefore, if the determination uses only the peak pedaling
force in the smooth pedaling motion, an appropriate
mode change may not be made. Therefore, the middle
pedaling force (e.g., Md1 in Fig. 7) in one pedaling mo-
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tion, or the average (e.g., the average of Md1, Md2 and
Md3 in Fig. 7) of the middle pedaling forces in a plurality
of pedaling motions may be used as the determination
pedaling force as described above. As will be described
later, in the exemplified bicycle 100, the middle pedaling
force is used in the process of the steady low load determination section U3.
[0053] Further, the average of the local maxima (the
peak pedaling forces) of the pedaling force in a plurality
of consecutive pedaling motions, or the average of the
local minima of the pedaling force may be used as the
determination pedaling force. The average values may
reduce influence of a disturbance in the pedaling motion,
influence of a gear change in the change gear mechanism 27 and so on. As will be described later, in the exemplified bicycle 100, the average of the peak pedaling
forces obtained in a plurality of consecutive pedaling motions is used in the processes of the steady high load
determination section U2 and the steady low load determination section U3.
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[Mode change disapproval period Determination Section]
[0054] As described above, the control mode management section 31 ensures the predetermined mode
change disapproval period between consecutively performed two mode changes. The mode change disapproval period determination section 31E determines whether
or not the mode change disapproval period has elapsed
from the previous mode change. Even in the case where
the determination pedaling force fulfills the mode change
condition, the control mode management section 31 does
not perform the change of the control mode in the case
where the mode change disapproval period has not
elapsed from the previous mode change.
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[Mode Change Disapproval Period Determined In Accordance With Riding Situation]
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[0055] For the exemplified bicycle 100, a plurality of
mode change disapproval periods are defined which are
different in length. Examples of the mode change disapproval periods are a period shorter than the time necessary to one pedaling motion, a period corresponding to
one pedaling motion, and a period longer than the time
necessary to one pedaling motion (e.g., a period corresponding to a plurality of pedaling motions). The modechange-disapproval-period determination section 31E
selects a period among the plurality of mode-changedisapproval-periods in accordance with the riding situation of the bicycle 100 and ensures the selected period
between consecutive two mode changes. The modechange-disapproval-period determination section 31E
determines whether or not the mode change disapproval
period selected in accordance with the riding situation of
the bicycle 100 has elapsed from the previous mode
change. Defining a plurality of periods as the mode
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change disapproval periods allows the mode change to
be performed at an appropriate frequency in conformity
with the riding situation. For example, in the case where
the bicycle 100 is rapidly accelerated, the control mode
is allowed to change toward the upside in a stepwise
manner at relatively short time intervals. On the other
hand, in the case where, for example, the bicycle 100
performs the steady run, a longer time interval is allowed
to be made between the changes of the control mode.
[0056] As shown in Fig. 6, in the exemplified bicycle
100, the mode-change-disapproval-period determination section 31E has a hard-pedaling_period determination section V1, a steady_period determination section
V2, a start_period determination section V4 and a loadrapid-decrease_period determination section V5. The
determination sections V1, V2, V4 and V5 has the mode
change disapproval periods respectively defined thereto
that are different in length. The determination sections
V1, V2, V4 and V5 respectively correspond to the hard
pedaling determination section U1, the steady high load
determination section U2, the steady low load determination section U3, the high load start determination section U4 and the load rapid decrease determination section U5 of the pedaling force determination section 31C.
Specifically, the hard-pedaling_period determination
section V1 determines whether or not the mode change
disapproval period (e.g., a period corresponding to the
one pedaling motion) has elapsed from the previous
mode change in the case where it has been determined
that the determination pedaling force has fulfilled the
mode change condition in the hard pedaling determination section U1. The steady_period determination section
V2 determines whether or not the mode change disapproval period has elapsed from the previous mode
change in the case where it has been determined that
the determination pedaling force has fulfilled the mode
change condition in the steady high load determination
section U2 and the steady low load determination section
U3. Further, the start_period determination section V4
determines whether or not the mode change disapproval
period has elapsed from the previous mode change in
the case where it has been determined that the determination pedaling force has fulfilled the mode change condition in the high load start determination section U4. Further, the load-rapid-decrease_period determination section V5 determines whether or not the mode change disapproval period has elapsed from the previous mode
change in the case where it has been determined that
the determination pedaling force has fulfilled the mode
change condition in the load rapid decrease determination section U5. The periods defined for the respective
period determination sections V1, V2, V4 and V5 will be
described later in detailed.
[Mode Change Disapproval Period Defined By Number
of Pedaling Motions]
[0057]
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In the exemplified bicycle 100, the plurality of
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mode change disapproval periods may include a period
defined by time and may include a period defined by the
number of pedaling motions (in other words, the crank
angle change). In the case where the mode change disapproval period is defined by the number of pedaling motions, the mode-change-disapproval-period determination section 31E counts the crank angle change from the
previous mode change, and determines whether or not
the crank angle change thus counted has reached a
threshold value corresponding to the mode change disapproval period when the pedaling force determination
section 31C (specifically, the determination sections U1,
U2 and U3) determines that the determination pedaling
force has fulfilled the mode change condition.
[0058] In the example of Fig. 7, three pedaling motions
(180 degrees x 3) is defined as the mode change disapproval period. The peak pedaling forces Pk2, Pk3 in the
two pedaling motions subsequent to the mode change
(t4) toward the upside exceed the threshold value Th11.
However, since the mode change disapproval period has
not elapsed at the time point when these peak pedaling
forces Pk2, Pk3 are obtained, the mode change has not
been performed. Further, the subsequent peak pedaling
force Pk4 also exceeds the threshold value Th11. Three
pedaling motions has been performed after the previous
mode change at the time point (t5) at which the crank
angle change reaches 90 degrees from the crank position
where the peak pedaling force Pk4 has been obtained.
Therefore, the control mode is further changed toward
the upside at t5.
[0059] Defining the mode change disapproval period
by the number of pedaling motions (in other words, the
crank angle change) allows the mode change disapproval period to elapse early and allows the mode change to
be made at short time intervals in the case where the
rotational speed of the crank shaft 2 is high (in the case
where the cadence is high), compared to the case where
the rotational speed of the crank shaft 2 is low. As a result,
it is possible to perform the mode change at an appropriate frequency in conformity with the way of pedaling.
[0060] Although the three pedaling motions are defined as the mode change disapproval period in the example of Fig. 7, the mode change disapproval period may
be defined as a smaller number of pedaling motions than
three, or may also be defined as a larger number of pedaling motions than three. In the exemplified bicycle 100,
the mode change disapproval periods used in the hardpedaling_period determination section V1 and the
steady_period determination section V2 are each defined by the number of pedaling motions.
[0061] Further, in the exemplified bicycle 100, some of
the mode change disapproval periods are defined by
time. Specifically, a shorter period than the period corresponding to the one pedaling motion is defined by time
as the mode change disapproval periods used in the
start_period determination section V4 and the load-rapiddecrease_period determination section V5. For example,
in some cases, the cadence is as low as about 30 rpm
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when starting the bicycle. (In this case, the one pedaling
motion, that is, motion of the pedal from the uppermost
position to the lowermost position, takes one second.)
Therefore, shorter time than one second is defined as
the mode change disapproval period for starting, for example. The mode change disapproval period defined by
time as described above allows a plurality of mode changes to be made at relatively short time intervals irrespective of the level of the cadence.
[0062] It should be noted that the mode change disapproval periods are not limited to those in the exemplified
bicycle 100. For example, all of the plurality of mode
change disapproval periods may be defined by the
number of pedaling motions or the crank angle change.
Alternatively, all of the plurality of mode change disapproval periods may be defined by time.
[Mode Change Condition Adjustment Section]
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[0063] In the exemplified bicycle 100, an operator (e.g.,
an user or a maintenance staff of the bicycle 100) are
allowed to adjust the easiness in occurrence of the mode
change. The mode change condition adjustment section
31F receives an instruction input through, for example,
the operation input device 58, and then adjusts the mode
change condition in accordance with the instruction. Specifically, the change condition modification section 31F
adjusts the threshold values used in the process of the
pedaling force determination section 31C. Adjusting the
threshold values as described above allows the mode
change to be made at an appropriate time point irrespective of a difference in physical constitution among riders
or the like.
[0064] Fig. 8 is a table for explaining the process performed by the mode change condition adjustment section
31F. As shown in the drawing, a plurality of levels are
defined for each of the threshold values. Each level is
constituted by the plurality of threshold values used in
the respective determination sections U1 through U5.
Fig. 8 exemplifies threshold values used in the hard pedaling determination section U1, the steady high load
determination section U2 and the steady low load determination section U3. The threshold values are recorded
on the memory of the controller 30 in advance, where
the threshold values corresponds to each of the levels.
The mode change condition adjustment section 31F selects one of the levels in accordance with the instruction
input through the operation input device 58. In other
words, the mode change condition adjustment section
31F selects the plurality of threshold values defined for
each level in a lump in accordance with the instruction
input through the operation input device 58. The pedaling
force determination section 31C determines whether or
not the mode change condition is fulfilled using the
threshold values included in the selected level. The exemplified bicycle 100, which allows the plurality of threshold values to be selected in a lump by selecting a level,
facilitates the adjustment operation of the threshold val-
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ues.
[0065] The instruction to the mode change condition
adjustment section 31F is not limited to an instruction
input through the operation input device 58. For example,
an external device such as an information processing
device may be available that is used by a maintenance
agency of the bicycle 100 to be connectable to the controller 30. In this case, the mode change condition adjustment section 31F may select one of the levels defining
the threshold values in accordance with the instruction
input from that information processing device. Further,
the threshold values are may not be adjusted in a lump.
Taking Fig. 8 as an example, the threshold value used
in the hard pedaling determination section U1, the threshold value used in the steady high load determination section U2 and the threshold value used in the steady low
load determination section U3 may be individually adjustable.
[Available Mode Limitation Section]
[0066] In the exemplified bicycle 100, the operator
(e.g., the user or the maintenance staff of the bicycle 100)
may be allowed to limit the control mode available to the
controller 30. The available mode limitation section 31G
may receive an instruction input through, for example,
the operation input device 58 to limit, in accordance with
the instruction, the control mode to be selected by the
control mode management section 31. In the exemplified
bicycle 100, the available mode limitation section 31G
may restrict, for example, the selection of the high mode,
or the selection of the super ECO mode. In other words,
the available mode limitation section 31G may restrict
the selection of the control mode with the highest assist
ratio, or may restrict the selection of the control mode
with the lowest assist ratio. In the case where the available mode limitation section 31G has restricted the selection of, for example, the super ECO mode, the control
mode management section 31 performs the mode
change among the other three control modes. In the case
where the available mode limitation section 31G has restricted the selection of, for example, the high mode, the
control mode management section 31 performs the mode
change among the other three control modes. In other
words, in the case where the available mode limitation
section 31G has limited the control mode available for
the control mode management section 31, the control
mode management section 31 performs the mode
change among the other control modes. This function
enables the electric motor 21 to drive only in control
modes to suit the user’s taste.
[0067] The instruction to the available mode limitation
section 31G is not limited to an instruction through the
operation input device 58. For example, an external device such as an information processing device may be
used by the maintenance agency of the bicycle 100 to
be connectable to the controller 30. In this case, the available mode limitation section 31G may restrict the selec-
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tion of the control mode with the highest assist ratio, or
may restrict the selection of the control mode with the
lowest assist ratio, in accordance with the instruction input from that information processing device. Further, the
control mode restricted by the available mode limitation
section 31G is not required to be the control mode with
the highest assist ratio, or the control mode with the lowest assist ratio. The selection of the standard mode, or
the selection of the ECO mode may be restricted by the
available mode limitation section 31G.
[Manual Change Section]
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[0068] As described above, the control mode management section 31 includes the manual change section
31H. The manual change section 31H receives a change
instruction on the control mode input from the operation
input device 58, and then changes the control mode in
accordance with the instruction. In the case of changing
the control mode in accordance with such an instruction
input from the operation input device 58, the mode
change (the change of the assist ratio) may be made
when the pedal 2a is located between the front limit position P2 and the rear limit position P3 shown in Fig. 5.
Specifically, after receiving the change instruction on the
control mode, the manual change section 31H may
change the control mode when the crank position determination section 31A determines the crank position has
reached the mode change approval position, for example, when the crank angle change after the peak pedaling
force is obtained has reached a predetermined angle
(e.g., 90 degrees).
[Flow of Process of Control Mode Management Section]
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[0069] Fig. 9 is a flowchart showing an example of the
process performed by the control mode management
section 31. The process shown in the drawing is repeatedly performed while the bicycle 100 is running. the following description explains an example where the mode
change is made on condition that the crank angle change
after the peak pedaling force (that is, the crank angle
change from the time point when a candidate of the peak
pedaling force has been found) has reached 90 degrees
and that the mode change disapproval period has
elapsed, as explained with reference to Fig. 7.
[0070] The control mode management section 31
searches for a candidate of the peak pedaling force
(S101). The search for the peak pedaling force can be
performed in, for example, the following manner. The pedaling force is detected with a predetermined period on
the basis of the output of the torque sensor 41, then the
detected pedaling forces are compared to the candidate
of the peak pedaling force having already recorded on
the memory. In the case where the detected pedaling
force is higher than the candidate of the peak pedaling
force having already recorded on the memory, the candidate of the peak pedaling force is updated with the high-
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er pedaling force. In the case where the detected pedaling force is lower than the candidate of the peak pedaling
force having been recorded on the memory, the candidate of the peak pedaling force is not updated. Accordingly, the local maximum (i.e., the peak pedaling force)
of the pedaling force resultantly remains in the memory.
[0071] When the candidate of the peak pedaling force
has been found, the crank position determination section
31A determines whether or not the crank position has
reached the mode change approval position (S102). Specifically, the crank position determination section 31A determines whether or not the crank angle change from the
time point when the candidate of the peak pedaling force
has been found has reached a predetermined angle (specifically 90 degrees). Then, when the crank angle change
has reached the predetermined angle, namely when the
crank position has reached the mode change approval
position, it is determined by using the peak pedaling force
stored in the memory that whether or not the mode
change condition is fulfilled is determined. In other words,
every time the candidate of the peak pedaling force is
find (i.e., every time the local maximum of the pedaling
force is obtained), the control mode management section
31 starts counting the crank angle change, and then determines whether or not the mode change condition is
fulfilled when the crank angle change reaches 90 degrees.
[0072] The determination pedaling force calculation
section 31D fixes the candidate of the peak pedaling force
as the peak pedaling force when the crank angle change
reaches 90 degrees (S103) and records the fixed peak
pedaling force on the memory. Then, the determination
pedaling force calculation section 31D records calculates
the determination pedaling force (S104). As described
above, the determination pedaling force calculation section 31D calculates, for example, an average (moving
average) of the peak pedaling forces of a plurality of consecutive pedaling motions as the determination pedaling
force. Further, the determination pedaling force calculation section 31D calculates an average (i.e., the middle
pedaling force) of the pedaling force in one pedaling motion, an average (moving average) of the middle pedaling
forces in a plurality of consecutive pedaling motions and
so on as the determination pedaling forces. Then the
pedaling force determination section 31C determines
whether or not the mode change condition is fulfilled on
the basis of the determination pedaling forces (including
the fixed peak pedaling force).
[0073] Specifically, the pedaling force determination
section 31C (the hard pedaling determination section U1
and the steady high load determination section U2 in the
exemplified bicycle 100) determines whether or not each
of the determination pedaling forces exceeds the threshold value for the mode change toward the upside(S105).
In the case where the determination pedaling forces exceed the respective threshold values, the mode-changedisapproval-period determination section 31E (the hardpedaling_period determination section V1 and the
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steady_period determination section V2 in the exemplified bicycle 100) determines whether or not the mode
change disapproval period defined by the number of pedaling motions (the crank angle change) has elapsed
from the previous mode change (S106). In the case
where the number of pedaling motions (the crank angle
change) defined as the mode change disapproval period
has not elapsed, the control mode management section
31 returns to the process of S101 without performing the
mode change. In contrast, in the case where the number
of pedaling motions defined as the mode change disapproval period has already elapsed, the control mode
management section 31 performs the mode change toward the upside(S107).
[0074] In the case where the determination pedaling
force does not exceed the threshold value in the determination of S105, the pedaling force determination section 31C (the steady low load determination section U3
in the exemplified bicycle 100) determines whether or
not the determination force falls below the threshold value for the mode change toward the downside(S108). In
the case where the determination pedaling force falls below the threshold value, the mode-change-disapprovalperiod determination section 31E (the steady_period determination section V2 in the exemplified bicycle 100)
determines whether or not the mode change disapproval
period defined by the number of pedaling motions (the
crank angle change) has elapsed from the previous mode
change(S109). In the case where the number of pedaling
motions (the crank angle change) defined as the mode
change disapproval period has not elapsed, the control
mode management section 31 returns to the process of
S101 without performing the mode change. In contrast,
in the case where the number of pedaling motions defined
as the mode change disapproval period has already
elapsed, the control mode management section 31 performs the mode change toward the downside (S110).
[0075] According to the process of the control mode
management section 31 shown in Fig. 9, the mode
change is performed when the crank angle change from
the time point when the peak pedaling force is obtained
has reached 90 degrees and the mode change disapproval period defined by the number of pedaling motions
(the crank angle change) has elapsed, as is described
with reference to Fig. 7.
[0076] It should be noted that the process performed
by the control mode management section 31 is not limited
to the example of Fig. 9.
(1) For example, in contrast to the example of Fig.
9, after determined is whether or not the mode
change disapproval period defined by the number of
pedaling motions (the crank angle change) has
elapsed from the previous mode change (S106,
S109), the process of comparison (S105, S108) between the determination pedaling force and the
threshold value may be made only in the case where
the mode change disapproval period has already
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elapsed.
(2) As still another example, when the crank rotation
sensor 45 is a sensor capable of detecting the angular position (the angular position) of the crank shaft
2, the pedaling force detected when the pedal 2a is
located at the horizontal position P4 may be used as
the peak pedaling force.
(3) In the example of Fig. 9, when the crank angle
change reaches 90 degrees after the candidate (the
local maximum of the pedaling force) of the peak
pedaling force is detected, the peak pedaling force
is fixed (S103), the determination pedaling force is
calculated (S104), and whether or not the determination pedaling force fulfills the mode change condition is determined (S105, S108). However, the
process of S103, S104, S105 and S108 may be performed before the crank angle change reaches 90
degrees after the local maximum of the pedaling
force is detected. For example, when the pedaling
force decreases by a predetermined proportion (e.g.,
20% or 30%) from the local maximum after the local
maximum is detected, the peak pedaling force may
be fixed, the determination pedaling force may be
calculated, and whether or not the determination pedaling force fulfills the mode change condition may
be determined. Then, the mode change may be
made when the crank angle change reaches 90 degrees after the local maximum of the pedaling force
is detected.
(4) As still another example, the determination on
whether or not the mode change condition is fulfilled
may be performed every time the pedaling force is
detected. For example, when the mode change condition is that the pedaling force exceeds the threshold
value, the determination whether or not the pedaling
force is higher than the threshold value may be made
every time the pedaling force is detected.
[0077] The hard pedaling determination section U1,
the steady high load determination section U2, the steady
low load determination section U3, the high load start
determination section U4 and the load rapid decrease
determination section U5 shown in Fig. 6 will hereinafter
be described. It should be noted that the types of the
threshold values and the mode change disapproval periods defined for the determination sections U1 through
U5 are illustrative only, and may arbitrarily be modified.
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ing chart for explaining an example of a process performed by the hard pedaling determination section U1.
The hard pedaling determination section U1 determines
whether or not each of the peak pedaling forces is higher
than the hard pedaling determination threshold value
Th11. In the example of this drawing, since the peak pedaling force Pk1 at t1 is higher than the hard pedaling
determination threshold value Th11, the control mode is
changed toward the upside at the time point t2 when the
crank angle change has reached 90 degrees after t1.
Further, in the example of this drawing, since the peak
pedaling force Pk2 at t3 is also higher than the hard pedaling determination threshold value Th11, and the peak
pedaling force Pk3 at t5 is also higher than the hard pedaling determination threshold value Th11, the control
mode is changed toward the upside at the time point t4
when the crank angle change has reached 90 degrees
after t3, and further, the control mode is changed further
toward the upside at the time point t6 when the crank
angle change has reached 90 degrees after t5.
[0079] It the example of Fig. 10, the mode change disapproval period for the hard pedaling determination section U1 is set as one pedaling motion (corresponding to
the crank angle change of 180 degrees). Since the angle
between the crank position at t2 and the crank position
at t4 is 180 degrees, and the angle between the crank
position at t4 and the crank position at t6 is 180 degrees,
it is allowed to change the control mode toward the upside
at each of t4, t6. The mode change disapproval periods
set in such a manner allows the control mode to change
toward the upside every one pedaling motion of the pedal
2a as shown in Fig. 10.
[Steady High Load Determination]
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[Hard Pedaling Determination]
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[0078] The bicycle may be pedaled hard such as the
cases of making sudden acceleration or climbing a steep
slope. The hard pedaling determination section U1 determines the cases. For example, the hard pedaling determination section U1 determines whether or not the
peak pedaling force is higher than the threshold value
(hereinafter the threshold value is referred to as a hard
pedaling determination threshold value). Fig. 10 is a tim-
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[0080] In some cases, the bicycle runs under a steady
high load. For example, the bicycle may run on a gentle
rising slope and may run against the wind. The steady
high load determination section U2 determines such a
run. For example, the steady high load determination
section U2 uses the peak pedaling forces of the plurality
of consecutive pedaling motions, and the average of
those peak pedaling forces as the determination pedaling
forces. Then, the steady high load determination section
U2 determines whether or not each of the peak pedaling
forces of the plurality of consecutive pedaling motions is
higher than a threshold value, and whether or not the
average of those peak pedaling forces is higher than a
threshold value (hereinafter, these two threshold values
are referred to as an "one-pedaling_high load determination threshold value" and an "average_high load determination threshold value").
[0081] Fig. 11 is a timing chart for explaining an example of the process performed by the steady high load
determination section U2. The steady high load determination section U2 determines whether or not each of the
plurality of (e.g., four) consecutive peak pedaling forces
Pk1, Pk2, Pk3 and Pk4 is higher than the one-
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pedaling_high load determination threshold value Th21.
Further, the steady high load determination section U2
determines whether or not the average (moving average)
of the plurality of (e.g., four) consecutive peak pedaling
forces Pk1, Pk2, Pk3 and Pk4 is higher than the
average_high load determination threshold value Th22.
In the example of this drawing, the peak pedaling force
Pk4 obtained at t1 fulfills the two conditions described
above, and thus the control mode is changed toward the
upside at the time point t2 when the crank angle change
has reached 90 degrees after t1.
[0082] As shown in Fig. 6, the mode-change-disapproval-period determination section 31E has the
steady_period determination section V2 for the steady
high load determination section U2. The steady_period
determination section V2 determines whether or not the
plurality of pedaling motions (n pedaling motions) has
elapsed from the previous mode change. In other words,
the steady_period determination section V2 determines
whether or not the crank angle change from the previous
mode change has reached n]180 degrees. In the exemplified bicycle 100, the four pedaling motions (corresponding to the crank angle change of 720 degrees) is
set as the mode change disapproval period for the
steady_period determination section V2. Therefore, although the peak pedaling force Pk5 is also higher than
the one-pedaling_high load determination threshold value Th21 and the average_high load determination
threshold value Th22, the mode change due to the peak
pedaling force Pk5 is not performed.
[0083] As described above, the steady high load determination section U2 uses the plurality of consecutive
peak pedaling forces and the average of those pedaling
forces are used as the determination pedaling forces.
Using the average of the peak pedaling forces prevents
the change of the pedaling force due to disturbance in
pedaling motions of the rider and due to a gear change
of the change gear mechanism 27 from affecting the determination for the mode change.
[0084] The determination process of the steady high
load determination section U2 is not limited to the example described above. For example, the average of the
plurality of consecutive peak pedaling forces Pk1, Pk2,
Pk3 and Pk4 may not be used in the determination. As
still another example, the average (i.e., the "middle pedaling force" described above) of the pedaling force in
one pedaling motion, or the average of the middle pedaling forces in a plurality of consecutive pedaling motions
may be compared with the threshold value in the determination process of the steady high load determination
section U2.
[0085] In the exemplified bicycle 100, the onepedaling_high load determination threshold value Th21
is lower than the average_high load determination
threshold value Th22 as shown in Fig. 11. The two threshold values allows the determination to be appropriately
performed even in the case in which the pedaling force
of the right leg and the pedaling force of the left leg are
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different from each other. Specifically, if the onepedaling_high load determination threshold value Th21
is equal to the average_high load determination threshold value Th22, the following problems may occur. For
example, as the pedaling force of the right leg is lower
than the pedaling force of the left leg, the determination
condition of the steady high load determination section
U2 may not be fulfilled and thus, the mode change may
not be performed for long period. The one-pedaling_high
load determination threshold value Th21 that is lower
than the average_high load determination threshold value Th22 prevents such a problem.
[Steady Low Load Determination]
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[0086] In some cases, the bicycle runs with a steady
low load. For example, the bicycle may run on a downward slope and may run before a wind. The steady low
load determination section U3 determines such a run.
For example, the steady low load determination section
U3 determines whether or not each of the peak pedaling
forces of the plurality of consecutive pedaling motions is
lower than a threshold value, and whether or not the average of those peak pedaling forces is lower than a
threshold value (hereinafter, these two threshold values
are referred to as an "one-pedaling_low load determination threshold value" and an "average_low load determination threshold value"). Further, the steady low load determination section U3 determines whether or not the
average (moving average) of the middle pedaling forces
of a plurality of consecutive pedaling motions is lower
than a threshold value (the threshold value is referred to
as a "middle_low load determination threshold value").
The "middle pedaling force" is the average of the pedaling
force in one pedaling motion as described above. The
control mode management section 31 performs the mode
change toward the downside when, for example, all of
these three conditions are fulfilled. As another example,
the steady low load determination section U3 may determine whether or not each of the middle forces of a plurality
of consecutive pedaling motions is lower than the threshold value.
[0087] Fig. 12 is a timing chart for explaining an example of the process performed by the steady low load determination section U3. The steady low load determination section U3 determines whether or not each of the
plurality of (e.g., four) consecutive peak pedaling forces
Pk1, Pk2, Pk3 and Pk4 is lower than the onepedaling_low load determination threshold value Th31.
Further, the steady low load determination section U3
determines whether or not the average (moving average)
of the plurality of (e.g., four) consecutive peak pedaling
forces Pk1, Pk2, Pk3 and Pk4 is higher than the
average_low load determination threshold value Th32.
Further, the steady low load determination section U3
determines whether or not the average (moving average)
of the middle pedaling forces Md1, Md2, Md3 and Md4
of the plurality of consecutive pedaling motions is lower
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than the middle_low load determination threshold value
Th33. In the example of Fig. 12, all of the three conditions
described above are fulfilled at the time point t2 when
the peak pedaling force Pk4 is detected and the middle
pedaling force Md4 is fixed. Then, at the time point (t2)
when the crank angle change reaches 90 degrees after
the time point t1 when the peak pedaling force Pk4 is
detected , the crank shaft 2 reaches the mode change
approval position, and the control mode is changed toward the downside.
[0088] As described above, the mode-change-disapproval-period determination section 31E has the
steady_period determination section V2. When the mode
change condition defined for the steady low load determination section U3 is fulfilled, the steady_period determination section V2 determines whether or not the plurality of pedaling motions (n pedaling motions) has
elapsed from the previous mode change. Therefore, although the peak pedaling force Pk5 is also lower than
the threshold values Th31, Th32, the mode change due
to the peak pedaling force Pk5 is not performed.
[0089] As described above, in some cases, performed
is the smooth pedaling in which the change in pedaling
force is small although the average of the pedaling force
is high. If the determination using only the peak pedaling
force is made in the smooth pedaling, an appropriate
mode change may not be performed since the peak pedaling force is low in the smooth pedaling. For example,
if the peak pedaling force is used alone in the determination of the steady low load determination section U3,
the control mode is changed toward the downside despite
that the average of the pedaling force is high in such
smooth pedaling. In contrast, in the exemplified bicycle
100, since the middle pedaling force is used in the determination of the steady low load determination section
U3, it is possible to prevent the control mode from being
changed more frequently than necessary even in such
smooth pedaling.
[0090] The determination using the middle pedaling
force may be made also in the steady high load determination section U2. That is, the steady high load determination section U2 may determine whether or not each of
the middle pedaling forces of the plurality of consecutive
pedaling motions is higher than the threshold value,
and/or whether or not the average (moving average) of
the middle pedaling forces of the plurality of consecutive
pedaling motions is higher than the threshold value.
[0091] In the exemplified bicycle 100, the onepedaling_low load determination threshold value Th31
is higher than the average_low load determination
threshold value Th32 as shown in Fig. 12. The two threshold values set in such a manner enables the determination to be appropriately performed even when the pedaling force of the right leg and the pedaling force of the left
leg are different from each other. Specifically, if the onepedaling_low load determination threshold value Th31
is equal to the average_low load determination threshold
value Th32, the following problem may occur. For exam-
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ple, as the pedaling force of the right leg is higher than
the pedaling force of the left leg, the determination condition of the steady low load determination section U3 is
not fulfilled appropriately and thus the mode change may
not be performed. The one-pedalingjow load determination threshold value Th31 that is higher than the
average_low load determination threshold value Th32
prevents such a problem.
[High Load Start Determination]
[0092] In some cases, the rotational speed of the crank
shaft 2 is low and a high load is applied to the bicycle
when the bicycle starts to run on a steep rising slope, for
example. The high load start determination section U4
determines such a run. For example, the high load start
determination section U4 determines whether or not a
higher pedaling force than a threshold value continues
for predetermined time or more (hereinafter, the threshold value is referred to as a "high load start threshold
value," and the predetermined time is referred to as a
"continuous time threshold value"). Then, when the time
during which the higher pedaling force than the high load
start threshold value continues reaches the continuous
time threshold value, the control mode management section 31 changes the control mode toward the upside.
Therefore, when the mode change condition is fulfilled
in the process of the high load start determination section
U4, the mode change is performed irrespective of whether the crank position is located at the mode change approval position.
[0093] Fig. 13 is a timing chart for explaining an example of the process performed by the high load start determination section U4. In the example of this drawing,
the run is started at t0, and the pedaling force has reached
the high load start threshold value Th41 at t1. Subsequently, the pedaling force rises, and then the continuous
time from the time point when the pedaling force has
reached the high load start threshold value Th41 has
reached the continuous time threshold value at t2. Therefore, the control mode is changed toward the upside.
[0094] As described above, the mode-change-disapproval-period determination section 31E has the
start_period determination section V4 for the high load
start determination section U4. The start_period determination section V4 determines whether or not the mode
change disapproval period defined in advance has
elapsed from the previous mode change. In the exemplified bicycle 100, the mode change disapproval period
for the high load start determination section U4 is defined
by time, and is longer than the continuous time threshold
value, and shorter than the time (no shorter than about
1 second) necessary for one pedaling motion in the run
with the low cadence. This makes the control mode
promptly be changed toward the upside even before the
one pedaling motion is completed. The mode change
disapproval period for the high load start determination
section U4 is, for example, no less than 0.3 second and
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no more than 0.7 second. The mode change disapproval
period is more preferably, for example, no less than 0.4
second and no more than 0.6 second. The mode change
disapproval period is, for example, 0.5 second. In the
example of Fig. 13, the high pedaling force is kept after
the mode change is performed at t2, and the continuous
time from the time point t2 when the control mode has
been changed toward the upside has reached the continuous time threshold value at t3. However, since the
elapsed time from the previous mode change does not
reach the mode change disapproval period at t3, the
mode change is not performed at t3. In the example of
Fig. 13, the higher pedaling force than the high load start
threshold value is kept after t3. The control mode is
changed toward the upside (t4) when the elapsed time
from the previous mode change (t2) has reached the
mode change disapproval period.
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period for the load rapid decrease determination section
U5 may also be defined by the number of pedaling motions (the crank angle change). The mode change disapproval period for the load rapid decrease determination
section U5 may also be defined by both of the time and
the number of pedaling motions. In the example of Fig.
14, the lower pedaling force than the load rapid decrease
determination threshold value Th51 is output after t1, and
the control mode is changed toward the downside when
the elapsed time from the previous mode change (t1) has
reached the mode change disapproval period(t2).
[Conclusion]

15

[Load Rapid Decrease Determination]
20

[0095] The load rapidly can decrease, when the bicycle
has entered a downward slope, for example. The load
rapid decrease determination section U5 determines
such a run. For example, the load rapid decrease determination section U5 determines whether or not a lower
pedaling force than a threshold value continues for predetermined time or more (hereinafter, the threshold value
is referred to as a "load rapid decrease determination
threshold value," and the predetermined time is referred
to as a "continuous time threshold value"). Then, when
the continuous time of the lower pedaling force than the
load rapid decrease determination threshold value has
reached the continuous time threshold value, the control
mode management section 31 changes the control mode
toward the downside.
[0096] Fig. 14 is a timing chart for explaining an example of the process performed by the load rapid decrease
determination section U5. In the example of this drawing,
the pedaling force has reached the load rapid decrease
determination threshold value Th51 at t0. In the subsequent pedaling, the lower pedaling force than the load
rapid decrease determination threshold value Th51 is
output. Accordingly, the lapse time after the time point
when the pedaling force has reached the load rapid decrease determination threshold value Th51 has reached
the continuous time threshold value at t1. Therefore, the
control mode is changed toward the downside.
[0097] As described above, the mode-change-disapproval-period determination section 31E has the loadrapid-decrease_period determination section V5. The
load-rapid-decrease_period determination section V5
determines whether or not the mode change disapproval
period defined in advance has elapsed after the previous
mode change. The mode change disapproval period for
the load rapid decrease determination section U5 is also
defined by time. For example, the mode change disapproval period is longer than the time necessary for one
pedaling motion. Further, the mode change disapproval
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[0098]
(1) As is described hereinabove, the controller 30
has, as the control of the electric motor 21, the plurality of control modes in which the assist ratios different from each other are calculated, and stores the
mode change conditions defined on the change of
the control mode. The controller 30 performs the
mode change when the pedal 2a (in other words, the
crank position corresponding to the position of the
pedal) is located between the angular position P3
(Fig. 5) that follows by 45 degrees the lowermost
position of the locus of pedal and the angular position
P2 (Fig. 5) that precedes by 45 degrees the lowermost position. According to this configuration, the
mode change can be made when the pedaling force
exerted by the rider is relatively low. As a result, it is
possible to prevent the uncomfortable feeling due to
the rapid change of the load applied to the rider.
[0099] It should be noted that in the bicycle 100, the
"mode change conditions" may be not only conditions
related to the riding situation such as the pedaling force
and the vehicle speed, but also conditions that the mode
change instruction by the rider is input to the controller
30 via the operation input device 58. In other words, when
the mode change instruction has been input to the controller 30 via the operation input device 58, it is determined that the "mode change conditions" have been fulfilled, and the control mode is changed. In the exemplified
bicycle 100, the controller 30 has the automated change
section 31B and the manual change section 31H. Unlike
the exemplified bicycle 100, the controller 30 may not
have one of the automated change section 31B and the
manual change section 31H. For example, the controller
30 may not have the manual change section 31H alone,
but not to have the automated change section 31B.
(2) The controller 30 performs the mode change with
a delay from the time point when a pedaling force to
fulfill the mode change conditions have been fulfilled.
According to this configuration, since the time point
at which the whether or not the mode change conditions are fulfilled is determined and the time point
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at which the mode change is performed can be shifted from each other, it is possible to make the both
time points appropriate.
(3) The controller 30 performs the mode change from
the first mode to the second mode at an angular position determined on the basis of a pedaling force
detected through by the torque sensor 41. According
to this configuration, a dedicated sensor to detect
the angular position (an absolute value) of the crank
shaft becomes unnecessary, and reduction of the
cost or reduction of the number of components can
be achieved.
(4) The controller 30 performs the mode change at
the angular position that follows by the predetermined angle (e.g., 90 degrees) the angular position
at which the pedaling force detected through the
torque sensor 41 takes a local maximum value in the
range from the uppermost position P0 to the lowermost position P1 in the locus Lo of the pedal 2a.
According to this configuration, the dedicated sensor
to detecting the angular position (an absolute value)
of the crank shaft 2 becomes unnecessary, and it is
possible to achieve reduction of the cost or reduction
of the number of components.
(5) The bicycle 100 has the display device 59 for
showing the current control mode. According to this
configuration, it becomes possible for the rider to correctly figure out the current control mode, and the
convenience for the rider can be improved.
(6) The controller uses, in the first mode, the first
map defining the relationship between the pedaling
force applied to the pedal and the assist ratio. The
controller uses, in the second mode, the second map
defining the relationship between the pedaling force
applied to the pedal and the assist ratio.
(7) The controller 30 ensures the predetermined
mode change disapproval period between the consecutive two mode changes. In other words, the controller 30 ensures the mode change disapproval period between a mode change from one of the plurality
of modes to another mode, and a subsequent mode
change. According to this configuration, the frequency of the mode changes can be made appropriate.
(8) The mode change disapproval period is shorter
than the time necessary to make one pedaling motion with the pedal 2a. According to this configuration, the mode changes can be performed at short
time intervals when making a run in which, for example, a high load is applied and the rotational speed
of the crank shaft is low (e.g., when starting to climb
a slope).
(9) The mode change disapproval period is equal to,
longer than, the time necessary to one pedaling motion with the pedal 2a. According to this configuration, it is possible to prevent the frequency of the
mode change from becoming higher than necessary.
(10) The first disapproval period (e.g., the period corresponding to the one pedaling motion) and the sec-
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ond disapproval period (e.g., the period corresponding to a plurality of pedaling motions) longer than the
first disapproval period are defined as the mode
change disapproval periods. One of the first disapproval period and the second disapproval period is
ensured between two mode changes in accordance
with the riding situation of the bicycle 100. Thus, the
mode change can be performed at an appropriate
frequency corresponding to the riding situation. For
example, when the bicycle 100 is rapidly accelerated, the control mode can be made in a stepwise manner at relatively short time intervals. On the other
hand, when the bicycle performs the steady run, for
example, the time intervals between the changes of
the control mode can be made longer.
(11) The mode change disapproval period is defined
by the number of pedaling motions or the rotation
amount (the crank angle change) of the crank shaft
2. The controller 30 counts the number of pedaling
motions or the crank angle change to determine
whether or not the mode change disapproval period
has elapsed on the basis of the number of pedaling
motions or the crank angle change. According to this
configuration, the mode change can be performed
at relatively short time intervals in, for example, the
running state high in cadence. As a result, it is possible to perform the mode change at an appropriate
frequency corresponding to the way of pedaling.
(12) The controller 30 determines whether or not the
mode change condition is fulfilled on the basis of the
pedaling force detected by the torque sensor 41.
Thus, the control mode is changed when a high load
is applied to the rider, or when the load to be applied
to the rider decreases.
(13) As described above, the threshold value Th11
defined for the change from the ECO mode to the
standard mode is higher than the threshold value
Th11 defined for the change from the super ECO
mode to the ECO mode. Further, the threshold value
Th11 defined for the change from the standard mode
to the high mode is higher than the threshold value
Th11 defined for the change from the ECO mode to
the standard mode. This configuration prevents the
second mode change from being performed immediately after the first mode change has been performed.
(14) In the controller 30, the mode change conditions
(more specifically, the threshold values) are adjustable through the operation input device 58. This configuration can change the control mode at the time
point suitable for an individual user.
(15) The controller 30 receives an instruction from
the operation input device 58 for limiting the control
modes used by the controller 30 to one or more control modes. According to this configuration, the electric motor 21 can be driven only with the control
modes to suit the user’s taste.
(16) A plurality of mode change conditions are de-
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fined in the controller 30. Further, the types of the
pedaling forces used in the respective mode change
conditions are different from each other. According
to this configuration, since a plurality of types of values is used, the mode change can be made at more
appropriate time point than that in the case in which,
for example, just one type is used alone. For example, a first mode change condition (e.g., the hard
pedaling determination) is defined on the local maximum of the pedaling force in one pedaling motion,
and a second mode change condition (e.g., the
steady low load determination) is defined on the average of the pedaling force in the one pedaling motion. According to this configuration, even when the
way of pedaling (the way of pedaling low in the local
maximum) small in change of the pedaling force is
used, the control mode is allowed to be appropriately
changed by using the second mode change condition.
(17) The first mode change condition (e.g., the hard
pedaling determination) is defined on the pedaling
force in one pedaling motion, and a second mode
change condition (e.g., the steady high load determination) is defined on the pedaling forces in a plurality of pedaling motions. According to this configuration, the control mode can be changed in not only
the case (the first mode change condition) in which
a high load is instantaneously applied, but also the
case (the second mode change condition) in which
a high load is steadily applied.

5

lowermost position P1 or close to the lowermost position
P1. In this case, each of the assist ratio maps corresponds to the control mode described in the present disclosure.
[0105] Further, the control mode currently selected
may not be described on the display device 59. In this
case, the assist ratio maps used by the controller 30 respectively constitute the control modes described in the
present disclosure.
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Claims
1.
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2.

The method for controlling an electric assist bicycle
(100) according to Claim 1, wherein the mode
change from the first mode to the second mode is
performed with a delay from a time point when a
pedaling force to fulfill the mode change condition is
detected.

3.

The method for controlling an electric assist bicycle
(100) according to one of Claims 1 and 2, further
comprising: performing the mode change from the
first mode to the second mode at an angular position
determined on the basis of a detected pedaling force.

4.

The method for controlling an electric assist bicycle
(100) according to any one of Claims 1 to 3, further
comprising: performing the mode change from the
first mode to the second mode at an angular position
at which a crank shaft (2) of the electric assist bicycle
(100) rotates by a predetermined angle from a position at which the pedaling force takes a local maximum value.
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A method for controlling an electric assist bicycle
(100), the method comprising:
detecting a pedaling force applied to a pedal (2a)
of the electric assist bicycle (100) from a rider;
outputting drive power by an electric motor (21)
to assist pedaling motion of the pedal (2a); and
calculating an assist ratio by the electric motor
(21), wherein
providing a first mode and a second mode different from the first mode in an assist ratio, as
the control modes of the electric motor (21), and
determining whether or not a mode change condition is fulfilled, where the mode change condition is defined on a mode change from the first
mode to the second mode, and
performing the mode change from the first mode
to the second mode when the pedal (2a) is located between a first angular position that follows by 45 degrees a lowermost position (P1)
in a locus of pedal (2a) and a second angular
position that precedes by 45 degrees the lowermost position (P1).

[Modified Examples]
[0100] The present disclosure is not limited to the exemplified bicycle 100 described hereinabove. For example, the following modifications can be adopted.
[0101] The control mode management section 31 may
not have the high load start determination section U4 and
the load rapid decrease determination section U5 that
allow the mode change in situations the pedal 2a is not
located at the lowermost position P1 or close to the lowermost position P1.
[0102] Further, the determination sections U1, U2, U3,
U4 and U5 of the pedaling force determination section
31C may use the local minimum of the pedaling force, in
addition to, or instead of, the peak pedaling forces.
[0103] Further, The mode change disapproval period
may be ensured for either one of the mode change toward
the upside and the mode change toward the downside.
For example, the mode change disapproval period may
be defined on only for the mode change toward the upside. In contrast, the mode change disapproval period
may be defined on only to the mode change toward the
downside.
[0104] As described above, a plurality of assist ratio
maps may be associated with one control mode. In this
case, the change of the assist ratio map in each control
modes may be made when the pedal 2a is located at the
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6.

shaft (2).

The method for controlling an electric assist bicycle
(100) according to any one of Claims 1 to 4, further
comprising:
using a first map in the first mode that defines a
relationship between an assist ratio and a pedaling force applied to the pedal (2a), and
using a second map in the second mode that
defines a relationship between an assist ratio
and a pedaling force applied to the pedal (2a).

10

15

7.

The method for controlling an electric assist bicycle
(100) according to Claim 6, wherein when one pedaling motion is defined as a rotation from an uppermost position (P0) to the lowermost position (P1) in
the locus of pedal (2a), the predetermined mode
change disapproval period is shorter than time necessary for the one pedaling motion, or
when one pedaling motion is defined as a rotation
from an uppermost position (P0) to the lowermost
position (P1) of the locus of pedal (2a), the predetermined mode change disapproval period is equal
to, or longer than, time necessary for the one pedaling motion, or
when one pedaling motion is defined as a rotation
from an uppermost position (P0) to the lowermost
position (P1) of the locus of pedal (2a), a first disapproval period and a second disapproval period longer than the first disapproval period are defined as
the predetermined mode change disapproval period,
and
one period of the first disapproval period and the
second disapproval period determined in accordance with a riding situation of the bicycle is ensured
between the mode changes consecutively performed, or
when one pedaling motion is defined as a rotation
from an uppermost position (P0) to the lowermost
position (P1) of the locus of pedal (2a), the predetermined mode change disapproval period is defined
by either one of the number of the pedaling motions
and a rotation amount of the crank shaft (2), and
counting the one of the number of the pedaling motions and the rotation amount of the crank shaft (2),
and determining whether or not the predetermined
mode change disapproval period has elapsed, on
the basis of the counted one of the number of pedaling motions and the rotation amount of the crank

8.

The method for controlling an electric assist bicycle
(100) according to any one of Claims 1 to 7, further
comprising: determining whether or not the mode
change condition is fulfilled, on the basis of the detected pedaling force.

9.

The method for controlling an electric assist bicycle
(100) according to any one of Claims 1 to 8, further
comprising:

5

The method for controlling an electric assist bicycle
(100) according to any one of Claims 1 to 5, further
comprising:
a third mode different in assist ratio from the first
mode and the second mode, and
ensuring a predetermined mode change disapproval period between two mode changes consecutively performed.
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at least three modes including the first mode,
the second mode and a third mode, as the control modes of the electric motor (21),
the second mode is higher than the first mode
in assist ratio,
the third mode is higher than the second mode
in assist ratio,
the mode change condition on the mode change
from the first mode to the second mode includes
a condition that a pedaling force calculated on
basis of the detected pedaling force is higher
than a first threshold value,
a mode change condition on a mode change
from the second mode to the third mode includes
a condition that a pedaling force calculated on
the basis of the detected pedaling force is higher
than a second threshold value, and
the second threshold value is higher than the
first threshold value.
10. The method for controlling an electric assist bicycle
(100) according to any one of Claims 1 to 9, further
comprising:
at least three modes including the first mode,
the second mode and a third mode, as the control modes of the electric motor (21), and
at least one of the mode change condition on
the mode change from the first mode to the second mode and a mode change condition on a
mode change from the second mode to the third
mode is adjustable through an input device operable by an operator.
11. The method for controlling an electric assist bicycle
(100) according to any one of Claims 1 to 10, further
comprising:
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at least three modes including the first mode,
the second mode and a third mode, as the control modes of the electric motor (21), and
receiving an instruction from an input device operable by an operator, where the instruction is
for limiting the control mode to be used into one
or more of the at least three control modes.
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12. The method for controlling an electric assist bicycle
(100) according to any one of Claims 1 to 11, further
comprising:
a first mode change condition and a second
mode change condition are defined as the mode
change condition defined on the mode change
from the first mode to the second mode,
calculating a first value and a second value in
type different from the first value, on basis of the
detected pedaling force,
the first mode change condition is defined on
the first value, and
the second mode change condition is defined
on the second value.

5
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13. The method for controlling an electric assist bicycle
(100) according to any one of Claims 1 to 14, further
comprising:
20

a first mode change condition and a second
mode change condition are defined as the mode
change condition defined on the mode change
from the first mode to the second mode,
when one pedaling motion is defined as a rotation from an uppermost position (P0) to the lowermost position (P1) in the locus of pedal (2a),
the first mode change condition is defined on
the pedaling force in the one pedaling motion,
and
the second mode change condition is defined
on the pedaling forces in a plurality of pedaling
motions.
14. The drive system for an electric assist bicycle (100)
provided with a controller configured to perform a
method for controlling the electric assist bicycle (100)
according to any one of Claims 1 to 13, and preferably a display device (59) configured to show a current control mode.
15. An electric assist bicycle (100) comprising an electric
motor (21), a pedal (2a) and a drive system according
to Claim 14, wherein a sensor (41) is provided that
configured to detect the pedaling force applied to a
pedal (2a) from a rider, and a sensor (45) is provided
that configured to detect the angular position of the
pedal (2a).
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